ABSTRACT. Each orbit closure of a recurrent discrete flow on a locally compact space is shown to contain at most one compact minimal subset. In particular, such an orbit closure contains a unique compact minimal subset if and only if the orbit closure is compact.
Introduction.
Katznelson and Weiss constructed a recurrent discrete flow on a compact metric orbit closure in [1] "in which there is a unique minimal set, all points are generic, and there is a continuous arc of ergodic measures." The uniqueness of the compact minimal set is not surprising in view of our theorem and its corollary in §2.
Throughout this paper we let (X, T) denote a given discrete flow on a locally compact Hausdorff phase space X induced by a homeomorphism T of X onto X. A point x of X is recurrent provided Tni(x) -► x for some sequence n¿ -► +00.
(Recurrent points have also been called positively Poisson stable in the literature (see [4] ).) When each point of X is recurrent we say (X, T) is recurrent. The orbit, orbit closure, and limit relations on X are denoted, respectively, by C, K, and L with each semirelation indicated by the appropriate + or -superscript (see [2 and 3]).
2. Recurrent flows. Our first result implies that the set consisting of the compact minimal sets in any discrete flow is uniformly recurrent whenever the phase space is compact. PROPOSITION 1. // the phase space X of (X,T) is compact and V is an open set containing each compact minimal set in X, then there exists an Nv > 0 such thatX = [j^0Tn(V).
PROOF. The set U{^"(^0:
n an integer} is an open invariant set, and hence, has a closed invariant complement. Whenever the complement is nonempty it must contain a compact minimal set, and is therefore empty. Thus, {Tn(V): \n\ < +00} is an open cover of X which contains a finite subcover of the form {Tn(V) : \n\ < TV} and we can choose Ny = 2TV. The proof is complete.
Next, we state our major results; however, before proving the theorem we shall prove one lemma.
THEOREM. Let X be a compact recurrent orbit closure in (X,T).
Then every pair of orbit closures intersect and, in particular, X contains a unique compact minimal set.
Any two compact minimal orbit closures in X of the theorem intersect, and hence, coincide. The theorem applies to the extended flow on the one point compactification X U {oo}, whenever the orbit closure X is not compact, and {00} is the compact minimal subset. Thus, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY. Each orbit closure in a recurrent flow iX,T) contains at most one compact minimal subset. Furthermore, such an orbit closure contains a unique compact minimal set if and only if the orbit closure is compact. LEMMA 1. Let X be a compact recurrent orbit closure in (X, T) containing no fixed points. Then any two orbit closures intersect.
PROOF. Suppose K(x) and K(y) are disjoint orbit closures. Select a compact neighborhood V of K(x) such that K(y) c X\V. We shall proceed by showing that no such set V can exist. Denote min{n > 0: Tn(z) G Vo} by nz for each point z of H = C(V°) n C(X\V). Note that, since X is a recurrent orbit closure, H is a nonempty open set and nz is a positive integer. For a compact subset F of H il V define Np to be lub{?i2 : z G F}. For any point z in F the continuity of T implies Tip < nz for each point p in some neighborhood Vz of z. The covering {Vz : z G F} of F contains a finite subcovering {VZi : i = 1,..., k}. For each point 2 in F we have nz < max{7iZi : i -1,... ,k}. Hence, Np is finite.
There is a net (x¿) in Vo H H converging to x and a net n¿ -* +00 such that Tn'(xl) -* y. Define mx to be max{n: 0 < n< m, Tn(x¿) G V}. The net (Tm*(xt)) is in the compact set V fl H, and so, (x¿) and (m¿) can be chosen so that Tm>(x¿) converges to a point p of VT\H. If p G H, then H contains a compact neighborhood G of p. The compact subset F -GC\V of V ultimately contains the net (Tm'(x¿)) with Tn*(xi) = Tn^-m'(Tm'(xl)) G \J{Tn(F): 0 < n < NF}. Thus, (Tn>(xt)) converges to y in [j{Tn(F): 0 < n < Nf} implying C(y) intersects V, which is absurd. Thus, x G H\H, and consequently, p must be an element of the boundary of H with either C(p) C V or else C(p) C X\V° and C(p) <£ dV. Note also that by the way (mz) was chosen p G dV U T~x(dV), and hence, p ^ K(x) and p £ K(y).
Assume C(p) C V. Either C(p) n Vo is nonempty or else C(p) C dV. First, consider the case C(p) C\V° nonempty. Select a compact neighborhood G of Tn(p) for some n< 0 where Tn(p) ¿ p, K(x) C X\G, p£G, and Gf\Tn(G) = 0. Let V0 denote the compact neighborhood V\G° of K(x). The point p is in Hq -C(V0°) f~l C(X\V0), and again, relative to V0, we have (Tni(x¿)) ultimately in \J{Tn(F0) : 0 < 7i < TVjr0} and C(y) intersects V. Consequently, C(p) must be contained in the boundary of V. By choosing sets G and Vo as we did above, a neighborhood Vq is obtained with C(p) C X\V0° and C(p) intersects X\Vo. This situation is the same as our second case in the preceding paragraph, namely, C(p) C X\V° but C(p) <¡¿ dV, and hence, it is sufficient to show the second case is impossible in order to obtain our contradiction. Now, assume C(p) C X\V° and C(p) <£. dV. Choose a compact neighborhood G of p such that K(y) c X\G, T^(G) C X\V° for some j > 0, and G n T^(G) = 0. Select a compact neighborhood W of p in G°. Define Kz for 2 in VF to be min{n > 0: Tm(z) G X\V U G for some 0 < m < n, and Tn(z) G G0} and define TV to be lub{iÍ2 : z GW}. By an argument similar to the one above showing TVf is finite, TV is finite. There is a net (y¿) exterior to V U G converging to y such that C~(yi) n W° is nonempty for each i since p = limTm,(x¿) -limT"1*-"*(yt) with y¿ = rn<(x¿), yx -+ y, and m, -nx < 0. Let Nt = max{n < 0: Tn(Vl) G W0}. Then, -TV < TV¿ < 0 and (yt) can be chosen so that (TNi(yi)) converges to a point q of W. We have Vl G {Tn(yx) : TV¿ < n < N + TV} c {Tn(yi) : -TV < n < TV} c {Jn=-NTniw)> and hence> y e lC=-jvrn(^)-Again, the orbit C(y) intersects G which is absurd. Consequently, no neighborhood with the properties possessed by V exists and the asserted result follows. The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let the flow (X,f) on X = X x {0,1} be defined by the "square root" T of T, i.e., T(x,i) -(T%(x), 1 -i) for i G {0,1} and x G X. If p: X -» X is the projection of X onto X, then p o f2\X x {0} = T. Lemma 1 applies to (X,T), and hence, any two orbit closures in X intersect. Consequently, any two orbit closures in X intersect. The proof of the theorem is complete.
Using "root" constructions as in the proof above, we obtain periodic compact minimal subsets of every positive period and the Katznelson-Weiss example in [1] contains a fixed point. Of course, there are compact minimal orbit closures which are neither fixed nor periodic; however, can such an orbit closure be a proper subset of a recurrent orbit closure? Such flows do exist. For example, let (X,T) denote a recurrent orbit closure with a fixed point p and let (Y, S) denote a regularly almost periodic minimal orbit closure; i.e., for each neighborhood V of any point y of F there is a positive integer TV such that SnN(y) belongs to V for every integer n. The orbit closure K(x,y) in the product flow (X x Y,T x S) contains the unique compact minimal set {p} x Y whenever K(x) = X and y G Y. Lemma 3 of [3] can be generalized to obtain the following lemma with no significant change in the technique of its proof. LEMMA 2. Let K(y) be a recurrent orbit closure of the discrete flow (X,T). Suppose that a neighborhood V of K(y) exists which contains no complete orbit except those in K(y) and suppose that there do not exist points p,q £ K(y) such that L+(p) C K(y) and L~(q) C K(y). Then, either K(y) is asymptotically stable or negatively asymptotically stable, i.e., a stable weak attractor or a negatively stable negative weak attractor (see [3] ).
If the compact minimal set M in X of the theorem is not X, it is stable in neither the positive nor the negative sense because (X, T) is a recurrent orbit closure. PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a compact recurrent orbit closure in (X,T) and let M be the compact minimal subset of X. Either X = M or else there is a net (C(y{)) of disjoint orbits in X\M such that (K(yt)) is a linear net of orbit closures with intersection M.
The author wishes to express appreciation to the referee for suggesting that the "square root" function be used in the theorem in order to strengthen the result, and for carefully reading the paper.
